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ABSTRACT

Instead of clustering video shots into scenes using low level
image features, in this paper, we propose a rule-based model
to extract simple dialog or action scenes. Through analyz-
ing video editing rules and observing temporal appearance
patterns of shots in dialog scenes of movies, we deduce a set
of rules to recognize dialog or action scenes. Based on these
rules, a finite state machine is designed to extract dialog or
action scenes from videos automatically.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling of video requires identification and extraction of
its components. Early video database systems segment video
into shots, and extract key frames from each shot to repre-
sent it. Such systems have been criticized for two reasons:
shots do not convey much semantics, and using key frames
may ignore temporal characteristics of the video. Therefore,
there have been several attempts [1, 2, 3] to cluster semanti-
cally related shots intoscenes. However, current approaches
only employ low-level image features, which may cause se-
mantically unrelated shots to be clustered into one unit only
because they may be “similar” in terms of their low-level
image features. Furthermore, users may not be interested in
the “general” scenes constructed in this way, but may focus
on particular scenes. In particular, dialog and action scenes
have special importance in video, since they constitute basic
“sentences” of a movie that consists of three basic types of
scenes [4]: dialogs without action, dialogs with action, and
actions without dialog. Automatic extraction of dialog and
action scenes from a video is an important topic for practical
usage of video.

A given video clip may be (and commonly is) inter-
preted differently by different users. However, there is one
viewpoint that is the most important: that of the video edi-
tor or director. From their viewpoint, a video is produced to
express some concepts or stories that they want to commu-
nicate to the audience. The editing process follows certain
rules that can be used in automatic extraction of scenes. In
this paper, based on the video editing rules for dialog and

action scenes, we propose a Finite State Machine (FSM)
model to extract simple dialog or action scenes from movies.

2. DIALOG AND ACTION SCENE PATTERN
ANALYSIS

Observation of a large number of video dialog and simple
action clips reveals the existence of visual patterns, such as
interleaving patterns of the appearance of the actors who
are involved in a dialog. These visual patterns can form
the basis for detecting dialog and action scenes. In order
to extract these visual patterns, the video clips are analyzed
from the point of view of how a dialog scene is produced. In
this paper, we focus on the case where a dialog scene (DS)
has at most two actors (a andb) in it. This assumption is
made for two reasons. First, the rules for the positioning of
actors and cameras are better understood and documented
in movie literature. Second, the case of two actors is easier
to explain and demonstrate. The extension of our work to
more actors is explained at the end of the paper.DS is
composed of a set of shots.

2.1. Patterns of Simple Dialog Scenes

In order to capture a dialog, two main factors must be con-
sidered:

• the spatial arrangement of the actors; and

• the placement of cameras to capture dialogs.

These two factors affect the appearance of actors in cap-
tured video shots. Through the analysis of actor arrange-
ment and camera placement, we find that there are only
three basic types of video shot patterns in a two person (call
a andb) dialog scene:

• a shot in which only actora’s face is visible through-
out the shot (Type A shot);

• a shot in which only actorb’s face is visible through-
out the shot (Type B shot); and



• a shot with both actorsa and b, with both of their
faces visible (Type C shot).

In addition to these, usually aninsert or cut-awayshot
is introduced to depict something related to the dialog or
not covered by those three types of shots. We use sym-
bol # to represent it. These constitutevideo type setV =
{A,B, C, #}.

2.2. Patterns of Simple Action Scenes

The rules governing the actor arrangement and camera place-
ment in simple action scenes (e.g., one-on-one fighting), are
the same as those for producing simple dialog scenes. This
is true even though, in an action scene, actors move rapidly
and cameras follow the actors. Therefore, video shots in a
simple action scene can also be classified into four types:
A,B, C and# as defined above.

3. RULE-BASED EXTRACTION OF DIALOG OR
ACTION SCENES

After a set of video shots are obtained from cameras that
are used to film dialogs, the issue becomes how these shots
can be used to construct a dialog scene to express a con-
versation. This is a challenging question for a video editor.
However, there are some basic techniques that a video ed-
itor typically follows in constructing dialog scenes [4, 5].

3.1. Editing Techniques to Construct a Dialog

Editing a dialog scene consists of two steps:

1. Setting up the dialog scene.In the first step, video
editors set up the dialog scenario. The preference is
for a scene that either consists of shots involving both
actors (typeC scene) or consists of shots that show al-
ternating actors (i.e, eitherAB or BA), because these
give the audience an early impression of who are in-
volved in the dialog. During this setting up process,
the basic building blocks of dialog scenes are con-
structed. We call these basic building blocks asel-
ementary dialog scenes. An elementary dialog scene
includes a set of video shots, and can itself be a dialog
scene or be expanded to a longer dialog scene. The
set of elementary dialog scenes are determined em-
pirically, based on the analysis of editing rules used
to establish dialog scenes and observations of dialog
scenes of five movies1. As a result, we have iden-
tified eighteen types of elementary dialog scenes as
depicted in Table 1 along with statistics about their
occurrence frequency in the five movies under con-
sideration.

11. ”Conair”, 1998; 2. ”Life is Beautiful”, 2000; 3. ”First Knight”
1998; 4. ”Deconstruction”, 1990; 5. ”What dreams may come” 1998.

elementary dialog scenesappearance percentage
ABAB or BABA 41.21%
CAB or CBA 21.21%
C or C#C 19.39%
ABC or BAC 6.06%
CAC or CBC 3.63%
ABAC or BABC 2.42%
ACC or BCC 2.42%
ACA or BCB 2.42%
ACB or BCA 1.21%

Table 1. Statistical data on elementary dialog scenes

2. Expanding the dialog scene. In the second step,
each elementary dialog scene can be expanded by ap-
pending three types of shots. During this editing pro-
cess, the basic rule that an editor uses is to give a con-
trast impression to the audience. For example, if the
ending shot of one scene is anA type shot, usually a
B type shot is appended to expand the scene. Sim-
ilarly, the editor can append aC type shot as a re-
establishing shot from time to time to remind the au-
dience of the whole scenario surrounding the dialog
scene. Table 2 lists expansion rules.

type of end shot in the
scene

types of shots that may
follow

A B or C
B A or C
C A or B or C

Table 2. Possible types of shots to be appended

3.2. Video Shot String

We introduce the concept of avideo shot string(V SS) to
represent the temporal presentation sequence of different
types of shots in a video. AV SS is a string which is com-
posed of symbols fromV . Each symbol inV SS represents
a shot in a video. The ordering of symbols in the string
is from left to right, which represents the shot presentation
sequence.

Based on the analysis of the above-discussed two edit-
ing steps, we define aV SS of a dialog scene as a string
whose prefix is one of the elementary dialog scenes that can
be expanded by the rules given in Table 2. The starting el-
ementary dialog scene classifies aV SS as well. Conse-
quently, there are eighteen types ofV SSs corresponding
to those types of dialog scenes. It is easy to prove that
these are regular languages over setV . We do not give a
complete proof due to lack of space, but the following is
the proof of one of these cases, namely theV SS whose
prefix is ABAB. Proof of other cases are similar.{A},
{B}, {C} are regular languages overV . {ABAB} is a
product of regular langauges{A} and{B}: {ABAB} =



{A} • {B} • {A} • {B}, so {ABAB} is a regular lan-
guage overV , too. V SS that starts withABAB includes
stringABAB and all the strings which are expanded from
ABAB by appendingA, B or C using the rules in Table
2. Appending a shot to a scene is a concatenation opera-
tion (•). Therefore, by definition of a regular language [6],
aV SS of a dialog scene that starts withABAB is a regular
language overV .

By taking the union of the eighteen types ofV SSs,
we again obtain a regular language over setV . Therefore,
V SSs that are used to represent the temporal appearance
patterns of video shots in dialog scenes are regular languages
over setV .

3.3. Finite State Machine to Extract V SSs of Dialog
Scenes

SinceV SSs of dialog scenes are regular languages, the next
issue will be how to automatically extract theV SSs which
correspond to dialog scenes fromV SSs of the whole video.
In other words, how to extract specified regular languages
from V SSs? In this paper, we propose a finite state ma-
chine (FSM) model to extract dialog scenes from videos.
Note that we are not using the FSM to determine whether
a language is a regular language overV , but constructively
to extract those parts of aV SS that form regular languages
with certain properties. In our proposed FSM, aV SS is
used as an input to the FSM. A state is used to represent the
status after a number of shots have been processed. An edge
between states will determine an allowable transition from
current state to another state under a labeled condition. The
label of the arc is a symbol which is used to represent a type
of shot. A sub-string of theV SS will be extracted by the
FSM if and only if there exists a path from initial state to
one of final states. The symbols on the path correspond to
sequence of the shots in that sub-string ofV SS. Figure 1
shows the transition diagram of our proposed FSM which is
used to extractV SSs of simple dialog scenes between two
actors.

3.4. Extract Action Scenes

Since a video editor follows similar rules that are used to
construct dialog scenes to compose simple action scenes,
temporal appearance patterns of video shots in simple ac-
tion scenes are similar to those of dialog scenes. The FSM
model discussed above is also suitable for extracting simple
action scenes (one-on-one fighting). However, in order to
give the audience a different feeling between action scenes
and dialog scenes, several other techniques are used to en-
hance visual effects. These techniques involve manipulating
the length of a shot and combining static and moving cam-
eras, etc. Among these, the length of a shot is an important
factor to express visual effects of an action scene. In our ap-
proach, the average length of shots in a scene will be used
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Fig. 1. A FSM extractsV SSs of dialog scenes between
actor a and actor b

to differentiate between a dialog scene and an action scene.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of some extraction ex-
periments that were conducted using our FSM model. Three
different movies are used in our experiment (Table 3), which
are first segmented into shots and appearances of actors are
manually marked.

Our focus is on retrieval precision and recall, which are
defined identical to their use in the information retrieval
literature. Precision measures the proportion of correctly
recognized scenes, while recall measures the proportion of
scenes that are recognized.

Tables 4 and 5 show the result of extracting simple di-
alog scenes and simple action (one-on-one fighting) scenes
respectively.

Table 4 shows that our model can achieve high precision
and recall in extracting dialog scenes from movies. There is
an interesting fact in Table 4 that the FSM model achieves
better results on the movie “Patch Adams” compared to the
other two movies. As shown in Table 5, and as our analysis
showed, “Patch Adams” is completely composed of dialog
scenes without any action scenes. This ensures that we do
not falsely detect a dialog scene as an action scene or vice
versa. In the movie “Crouching Tiger and Hidden Dragon”,
the precision is low, because several action scenes are mixed
with dialog scenes. This is an artifact of the fact that we use
the same FSM (which implements the same set of rules) to
detect both types of scenes, and in some action scenes in
this movie, long shots are used to show the action effects,
which leads our model that uses the average shot length to
differentiate dialog and action scenes to misclassify these
action scenes as dialog scenes.

After we extract simple dialogs from movies, we can
easily retrieve dialog scenes involving three or more actors.
This can be achieved by finding pairs of dialog scenes with



a common actor and overlapping durations. Table 6 shows
the performance of this approach in detecting multi-actor
dialog scenes in the three movies under consideration.

movie title genre year duration
(min)

No.
shots

Gladiator Action 2000 154 1363
Crouching Tiger and
Hidden Dragon

Action 2000 120 1575

Patch Adams Comedy 1998 120 1131

Table 3. The experiment data

movie title No. detected
dialogs

precision
(%)

recall
(%)

Gladiator 95 89.47 96.60
Crouching Tiger and
Hidden Dragon

154 80.52 90.51

Patch Adams 195 91.79 97.28

Table 4. Dialog scenes extracted by the FSM

movie title No. detected
actions

precision
(%)

recall
(%)

Gladiator 25 84 84
Crouching Tiger and
Hidden dragon

64 76.56 81.6

Table 5. Action scenes extracted by the FSM

movie title No. group con-
version

No.
missed

Gladiator 6 0
Crouching Tiger Hid-
den Dragon

6 2

Patch Adams 8 0

Table 6. The detected group conversion scenes

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, based on the analysis of video editing tech-
niques, a set of rules on the temporal appearance patterns
of shots are deduced. An FSM is designed based on these
rules to extract simple dialog or action scenes. The exper-
imental results show that our model can efficiently extract
dialog and action scenes from movies, and with simple di-
alog scenes extracted from movies, group conversions can
be easily detected. Our FSM model is a rule based model,
it will be very suitable for online query processing. As we
know, audio is an important feature for video analysis. Our
future work will focus on integrating audio classification al-
gorithms into our model to achieve higher accuracy and to
extract more types of semantic scenes.

There is limited related work in the area. Yoshitiaka
et al. [7] propose an algorithm to extract scene seman-

tics(conversation, tension rising, and action) based on a gram-
mar of the film. However, in their approach, only the rep-
etition of similar shots(A − B − A′ − B′) is employed to
detect conversion scenes. Also Lienhart et al. [8] develop a
technique to extract dialog scenes with the aid of an face de-
tection algorithm. However, they only extract dialog scenes
which show shot/reverse shot patterns. Compared to both of
these approaches, our method has following advantages:

• We can, in addition to shot/reverse shot dialogs, de-
tect single shot dialogs, dialogs with insertions and
cuts, and dialogs with shot/reverse shots and recover-
ing shots.

• Our model is rule based, which is very suitable for
on-line content based query processing.

• Our model is based on the editors’ point of views,
rather than relying on individual users’ interpretation
of the video, which may cause semantic heterogeneity
problems as a result of different interpretations.
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